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Shutterbug Bag
Featuring Andover Fabrics new Collection: Red Carpet by Suite 1500     
Quilt designed by Heidi Pridemore         

Bag  finished 6" x 4" x 2"

Making the Bag

Cutting Directions
1.

2.

3.

4.

Yardage     FabricBag

Fabric Requirements

Fabric A      
Fabric B

Diagram 1 Diagram 3 Diagram 4Diagram 2
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bag, strap
flap

⅓ yard
¼ yard

7891-MK
7891-MR

You will also need: 
  ¼ yard of Timtex
  Magnetic Snap

Note: Read assembly directions before cutting 
patches. Borders are cut to exact length required 
plus ¼” seam allowance. WOF designates the width 
of fabric from selvedge to selvedge (approximately 
42” wide).

Fabric A Cut (1) 1” x WOF strip for strap.
  Cut (1) 7 ½” x WOF strip, sub-cut 
         (4) 6 ½” x 7 ½” strips for inner  
         and outer bag.

Fabric B Cut (2) 4 ½” x 6 ½” strips for flap.

Timtex Cut (1) 4” x 6” strip

Straps
Fold one 1” x WOF Fabric A strip in half lengthwise and 
press (Diagram 1). Open the folded fabric and fold each 
long edge to the creased centerline and press (Diagram 2). 

Fold the pressed fabric in half again and press to make one 
¼” x WOF strip (Diagram 3). Top stitch down both long 
sides in from the edge (Diagram 4). 

Measure how long you want the strap. Trim the strap to 
length.

Lining
Place the two 6 ½” x 7 ½” Fabric A pieces right sides 
together. Stitch down the two long sides and across the 
bottom, leaving a 3” opening for turning in one side.  

Who doesn't want to be among the stars and walk 
down the red carpet during awards season? With our 
ultra-exclusve Red Carpet collection, now you can be 
the sewing star you've always dreamed of. We've even 
confiscated cameras from the paparazzi so you can 
focus on making, and not dodging flashbulbs!
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5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

Diagram 5 Diagram 6

Diagram 7

Diagram 8
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11.

Measure in from the side edge 1” and up from the 
bottom edge 1” at each lining corners. Cut out the 
square of fabric (Diagram 5). Open the cut bottom 
and align the bottom edge with the side edge and 
sew the two edges together (Diagram 6). Repeat with 
the other bottom corner to make the box bottom. 

Outer Bag 
Place the two 6 ½” x 7 ½” Fabric A pieces right sides 
together. Stitch down the two short sides and across 
the bottom.  

Repeat Step 5 with the outer bag bottom to complete 
the bottom. Turn the outer bag, right side out. 

Flap
Place two 4 ½” x 6 ½” Fabric B strips, right sides 
together, on top of the 4 ½” x 6 ½” Timtex piece and 
pin together. Place the flap template on top and trace 
the curved edge (Diagram 7).

Stitch down each side and 
around the curved edge 
(Diagram 8). Turn the flap 
right side out and press.

12.

13.

Following the manufacturer’s instructions to insert 
one half of the snap on the flap 

Bag Assembly
Pin the Flap to the outer bag right sides together along 
one 4 ½” edge. Pin the wrist strap on top of the flap 
aligning the raw edges and pin in place. Stitch the flap 
and strip to the outer bag using ⅛” seam allowance.

Following the manufacturer’s instructions to insert 
the other half of the snap on the outer bag matching it 
up with the half on flap. 

Place the outer bag with flap and strap, right sides 
together with the lining, aligning the top raw edges 
of the bag and lining, pin together. Sew the lining and 
bag together. Turn the bag and lining right side out 
through the opening in the lining. Press as needed and 
top stitch the open closed. Put the lining into the bag, 
aligning the sides and bottom.
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Flap Template
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A recognized leader in the quilting industry,
Andover Fabrics features designs by a wide variety 
of talented fabric artists. Catering to the tastes of 
creative and dedicated quilters, Andover has a style 
for every look — authentic reproductions, romantic 
florals, exotic Orientals, ethnic influence, whimsical, 
funky, playful or basic. Collections are supported with 
"free-to-use" patterns on their website.

About Our Fabrics

Fabrics shown are 25% of actual size.

7891-MK 7891-MLB 7891-MR

7890-MK

7889-MK

7890-ML

7889-ML

1/3 yd 1/4 yd


